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Abstract

Attribute extraction is a task to identify the attribute and the corresponding attribute
value from unstructured text, which is important for extensive applications like web infor-
mation retrieval and the recommended system. The traditional relation extraction-based
methods or joint extraction-based systems are often perform attribute classify based on
subject and attribute-value pairs, and extract the attribute triples in the scope of ontology
schema categories, which is in the assumption of the close-world and cannot satisfy the
diversity of attributes.

In this work, we propose a semi-open information extraction system for attribute extrac-
tion in a multi-component framework. With the proposed semi-open attribute extraction
system (SOAE), more attribute-value pairs can be discovered by extracting literal triples
without the limitation of pre-defined ontology. An additional co-trained ontology-based
attribute extraction model is appended as a component following the assumption of the
partial-closed world (PCWA), remission the performance degradation of SOAE caused by
missing of the literal predicate in raw text and contribute to extract richer attribute triples
and construct more dense knowledge graph. For evaluating the performance of the attribute
extraction system, we construct a Chinese functional description text dataset CNShipNet
and conduct experiments on it. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed
approach outperforms several state-of-the-art baselines with a large margin.

Keywords: Attribute Extraction, Information Extraction, Deep Learning, Semi-Open
Information Extraction

1. Introduction

With the information explosion on Internet, how to conduct the massive unstructured text
in a structured way is a great challenge for providing services like online search engines
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or Knowledge Base Question Answering systems. Thus, the Natural Language Processing
(NLP) community has organized numerous research on Information Extraction (IE), which
is to extract structured knowledge from unstructured text (Zhang et al., 2019; Martinez-
Rodriguez et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018), and developed semantic web technology to build
and store structured knowledge as Knowledge Graph (KG) (Vileinǐskis and Butkienė, 2020).

KG typically organizes and expresses knowledge in the form of triple (subject, predicate,
object) to describe things and semantic relationships (Zou et al., 2014). The most common
triple in KG is composed of (head entity, relation, tail entity), which can be extracted
by IE methods of Named Entity Recognition (NER) (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007), Relation
Extraction (RE) (Wang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018) and Joint Extraction (JE) (Wei
et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020). There has been a plethora of research in these areas.

Practically, considering the application of information retrieval, entity attribute is more
useful and informative than atomic entity (Ghani et al., 2006; Ravi and Paşca, 2008).
Hence there are plenty of works on the database to study how to store and manage EAV
(Entity-Attribute-Value) data model (Marenco et al., 1999; Nadkarni et al., 1999; Paul and
Latiful Hoque, 2011). Specifically, an attribute could be also presented as a triple (entity,
attribute, value), which can be constructed via Attribute Extraction (AE).

Traditionally, AE is usually recognized as a classification problem and performed with
NER/RE simultaneously (Shi et al., 2019), which is inflexible and limited to the design of
ontology schema. Under the open-world assumption (OWA), the ontology schema cannot
cover all attributes, so the AE system also needs to have the ability to discover new at-
tributes. Various Open Information Extraction (OpenIE) systems have explored attribute
extraction in the open-world scenario (Zheng et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2021).
However, there are still some problems in the past OpenIE and Semi-OpenIE systems: the
long-range dependencies are hard to be captured, the dependence of complete literals of
arguments and predicates limited accuracy of OpenIE and Semi-OpenIE in the production
environment. Therefore, we model the AE system following the partial-closed world as-
sumption (PCWA), which is an intermediate ground between OWA and CWA (close-world
assumption).

In this paper, we formulate the attribute extraction task as a multi-component process
to satisfy PCWA:

• Semi-Open Attribute Extraction (SOAE) for jointly extracting textual attribute
name and attribute value which present in the text for discovering abundant attribute
information in the functional description text.

• Ontology-based Attribute Extraction (OBAE) for extracting attribute-value
pair into schema-based attribute category and completing the missed attribute name
field in SOAE.

In this AE system, SOAE is the main component, which aims to extract the literal attribute
name and attribute value when the core entity is explicitly described in a functional de-
scription text. 1 OBAE is a fallback component, which is used to extract ontology-based
attribute triples when the attribute name is not mentioned in the text. The extraction
results of SOAE and OBAE would be merged directly to obtain the final attribute triple
set.

1. Our code and data are available on https://github.com/lsvih/SOAE

https://github.com/lsvih/SOAE
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To evaluate our approach, we construct and release a new dataset CNShipNet2 which
contains around 5,000 triplet annotations from functional description text of ships. Experi-
mental results show that our method outperforms several baselines for extracting attribute
triples.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: We present a multi-
component framework for attribute extraction from unstructured functional description
text. In which, an SOAE model is introduced for extracting textual attribute and attribute
value jointly, a OBAE model is introduced for extracting attribute and attribute value based
on ontology schema. To study the performance of SOAE, OBAE, and AC, we construct
and publish a new Chinese attribute extraction dataset CNShipNet. The experiments em-
pirically show our approach achieves significant improvements over RE-based and JE-based
baselines.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Problem Definition

Functional description text refers to the texts that describe the functionality or performance
characteristics of a certain entity (Liu et al., 2019). Given a set of unstructured functional
description text and a designed ontology-based attribute set (e.g. Section 4.1), our objec-
tive is to extract the attribute names and corresponding attribute values in the raw text,
as well as the attribute values for the ontology attribute categories. In short, for solving
the AE problem, it is necessary to satisfy PCWA, including partial CWA and OWA. There-
fore, we adopt two extraction paradigms: SOAE and OBAE to satisfy the aforementioned
assumptions respectively.

Semi-Open Attribute Extraction In functional description text, the most common
scenario is that the core entity (subject) has been determined. Therefore, how to utilize
the determined subject to extract textual attributes and attribute values from unstructured
text is a semi-open IE problem.

Definition 1. Let S = {si|1 ≤ i ≤ n} denotes a set of subject, D = {di|1 ≤ i ≤ n}
presents a collection of functional description text, each di describes the corresponding
subject si. Text di is consists of a sequence of token di = {ti,1, ti,2, ..., ti,l}, the l is the
length of sequence di. Extract all attribute triple {< si, ti,[u:u+w], ti,[p:p+q] >, ...}, in which
ti,[u:u+w] and ti,[p:p+q] are extracted textual token from di, w and q denote the length of
attribute name and attribute value respectively.

Ontology-based Attribute Extraction Given an attribute category from the designed
ontology schema and unstructured functional description text, extracting the attribute value
according to the subject is a closed-world IE problem.

Definition 2. Given a subject set S, a functional description text set D and an
attribute category set A = {ai|1 ≤ i ≤ m} defined by ontology schema, extract all attribute
triple {< si, aj , vi,k >, ...}, the vi,k is attribute value described in di.

Problems in Real-World Scenarios In SOAE and OBAE, we have summarized several
features which are essential in attribute extraction based on real-world scenarios:
2. The processed dataset is publicly available at: https://github.com/lsvih/SOAE

https://github.com/lsvih/SOAE
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• Overlapping (overlap): Overlapped or nested attribute values with shared at-
tribute name.

• Subject-agnostic (non-subj): The subject is missing in some long-distance depen-
dency or coreference situations.

• Textual-predicate (t-pred): According to the OWA, the system needs to be able
to extract the out-of-ontology attributes (textual predicates) from raw text.

• Non-fact predicate (non-pred): The ability of systems to extract attribute in
ontology that are not explicitly mentioned in the raw text.

These problems will obviously affect the accuracy of the extraction of attributes, therefore
the AE system that has more of the above features would achieve better performance.

2.2. Pre-trained Language Model

Recently, pre-trained language models (PLM) (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Rad-
ford et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019) have demonstrated the effectiveness on a variety of
NLP tasks such as NER, sentence pair matching (SPM), and machine reading comprehen-
sion (MRC). An explanation for the strong performance of the PLM is that PLMs could
leverage large-scale unlabeled corpus and obtain prior knowledge of the language in the
pre-training stage, which provides necessary information for fine-tuning stage and improves
the performance of downstream tasks.

For example, a well-known PLM, BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) introduced Next Sentence
Predict (NSP) pre-training task to estimate whether the two sentences are in continuous
context. Specifically, the NSP is conducted input sequence in the form of

[CLS]{t1, t2, ..., tn}1[SEP]{t′1, t′2, ..., t′m}2[SEP]

in which {(·)}i denotes the sequence of tokens in the i-th sentence. Benefit from the design of
TransformerBlock (Vaswani et al., 2017), tokens in the two sentences could perform informa-
tion interaction by multi-head attention operator effectively. The downstream fine-tuning
tasks like SPM and MRC, which are following this paradigm to contrast two sentences, are
gaining the maximizing promotion of performance.

2.3. Joint Extraction

Joint Extraction (JE) aims to detect subject-object pairs with the corresponding predicate
in a single model, bridges the gap between extract-then-classify and unified labeling ap-
proaches. The experimental results of prior works prove that a joint learning framework
could bring a remarkable improvement compared to the assembly of several NER and RE
models. Besides, benefit from the interaction between different tasks, JE could get some
additional features, such as extracting overlapping relationships, etc.

JE system usually constructs a two-stage model: extracting entity or subject first, and
then classify the relation (Wei et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020). Recently, TPlinker (Wang
et al., 2020b) proposed a single-stage JE method via transforming the JE task into a token
pair linking problem. TPLinker obtained better performance by bridging the gap between
training and inference, which is leading by inconsistent two-stage processes. Specifically,
TPLinker designed the paradigm of JE extraction as:

Given a sentence, two positions p1, p2 and a relation r. To estimate:
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• can p1 and p2 determine an entity?

• whether two entities respectively start with p1 and p2 have relation r?

• whether two entities respectively end with p1 and p2 have relation r?

After answering the above three questions, all the entity spans and their relations are
extracted naturally. In other words, the JE task transforms into a classification problem of
the token pair, which is composed of the tokens’ position at p1 and p2. We abstract the
main idea of TPLinker and adopt it in the OBAE component, which is detailedly described
in Section 3.3.

The 31,800 ton bulk carrier Maple Glory launched on January 21, 2011.

[CLS]Maple Glory[SEP] The 31,800 ton bulk carrier Maple Glory launched on January 21, 2011.[SEP]

31800吨散货船Maple Glory于2011年1月21日成功下水

Subject-Attentive Encoder

<Maple Glory, launched on, January 21, 2011>
<Maple Glory, @displacement, 31,800 ton>

Merge

Ontology
based
Attribute
Extraction
Model

Semi-Open
Attribute
Extraction

Figure 1: Overview of the architecture, components and processes of our system. The
attribute name starting with the @ symbol indicates that is an ontology-based
attribute category.

3. Methodology

Figure 1 demonstrates the overall architecture of our approach.

3.1. Subject-Attentive Encoder

In this work, we adopt BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as the basic encoder. As described in
Section 2.2, the PLM could obtain prior knowledge of the language and semantic through
specific model architecture and well-designed pre-training tasks.
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Boundary Detection

Attribute Name Extraction Attribute Value Extraction

Attribute-Head to Value-Head
Detection

Value-Tail to Attribute-Tail
Detection

Attribute-Value Pair Matching

Joint Learning

Figure 2: Decomposed Subtasks of Semi-Open Attribute Extraction.

Considering our problem statement, integrating subject information into text represen-
tation could guide the extraction of the corresponding predicate and object. Inspired by
MRC-NER (Li et al., 2020), we organize the input sequence of encoder as a query-sentence
formulation as follows:

textsubject = [CLS]{s1, s2, ..., sn}s[SEP]{t1, t2, ..., tm}[SEP] (1)

Ĥ = BERT(textsubject) (2)

the {(·)}s represents the subject, n and m denotes the lengths of subject and sentence
respectively. BERT receive the combined token sequence as Equation 2 and then output the
encoded text representation Ĥ ∈ R(n+m+3)×d, in which d denotes the encoding dimension,
(n+m+ 3) is the sequence length of combined input sequence.

3.2. Semi-Open Attribute Extraction

Semi-Open Attribute Extraction (SOAE) aims to extract attribute name and attribute
value pair from text according to the subject. The SOAE has been decomposed into three
subtasks:

• Attribute extraction, to recognize the name of attribute value like NER. In SOAE,
the attribute name should present as a mention in the raw text. The attribute name
which not appear in the raw text would be ignored in the SOAE stage and fall back
to OBAE, which is detailed in Section 3.3.

• Attribute value extraction, to extract the value of attributes. Generally, the attribute
value is numeric object or a specific segment of description text.

• Attribute-value pair relationship extraction, to match the extracted attribute names
and attribute values and construct triple, which is similar to the definition of RE task.

Through the analysis of these subtasks, we combined the attribute extraction and at-
tribute value extraction task into a boundary detection task, which aims to divide the tex-
tual segments of attribute name and attribute value jointly. Inspired by TPLinker (Wang
et al., 2020b), the attribute-value pair matching task is disassembled into two path detec-
tion tasks: attribute head to attribute value head (ANH-AVH) path detection and attribute
value tail to attribute tail (AVT-ANT) path detection. With the determination of the ANH-
AVH and AVT-ANT path, the attribute name and attribute value are naturally linked and
extracted. By extracting attribute triples in this way, the problem of missing extraction
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Attribute/Value Boundary Detection

Attribute-Head to Value-Head Detection

淮海集 6 轮[船长] [109.6 米]，[船宽] [18.6 米]

Value-Tail to Attribute-Tail Detection

<淮海集6轮,船长, 109.6米 >
<淮海集6轮,船宽, 18.6米 >

Attribute Triple Set

淮海集 6 轮船长 109.6 米，船宽 18.6 米

"Huaihai Ji 6" has a length of 109.6 meters and a width of 18.6 meters.

Figure 3: Left: the tagging scheme of semi-open attribute extraction, different colors
represent the different subtasks. The symbol “1,2,3” in table represents label
[AN|H-AN|T],[AN|H-AV|H] and [AV|T-AN|T] respectively. Right: the exploded
view of subtasks corresponding to the left table, and the decoded results.

caused by overlap can be effectively avoided, which occurs in AE frequently. Figure 2 shows
how the SOAE is decomposed into subtasks and the re-association of subtasks.

To reduce cascade errors, we model and train these three subtasks jointly. As illustrated
in Figure 3, boundary detection task, ANH-AVH, and AVT-ANT path detection task are
converted to a single token-pairs tagging task. Specifically, we define tagging label for
token-pairs: [α|β-α|β], in which α ∈ {AV,AN,O}, β ∈ {H,T, ø}. α is symbol for identifying
the type of token, β is symbol for clearing weather a token is head or tail of a attribute or
attribute value. An example is provided in Figure 3, there is a attribute name [船长](length),
thus the token pair (船,长) has been tagged as [AN|H-AN|T] to recognize these two tokens
forming an attribute name (AN). Similarly, the token pair (船,109) and (米,长) are tagged
as [AN|H-AV|H] and [AV|T-AN|T], implying a attribute-value pair (船长,109.6米).

By utilizing such unified labeling of token pairs, the loss function is defined as:

P (yi,j) = softmax(W[hi,hj ] + b) (3)

JSOAE = −1

l

l!

i=1,j≥i

!

(∗∕=∅)
logP

"
y∗i,j = ŷ∗

#
(4)

in which [hi,hj ] is the combined representation of token pair (ti, tj), ŷ is the golden tag,
l is the length of sequence, the condition j ≥ i limit the token pair constructed in an
orderly manner for pruning, (∗ ∕= ∅) stipulates that only the label of token pairs include
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in {[AN|H-AN|T], [AN|H-AV|H], [AV|T-AN|T]} would be calculated gradient, W and b are
trainable parameters.

3.3. Ontology-based Attribute Extraction

As Section 2.1 described, an OBAE component is introduced to perform attribute extraction
based on ontology categories, and cover the non-fact predicate problem that SOAE cannot
extract attributes due to the absence of predicate in raw text.

To solve the aforementioned problem, a JE-based model (Wang et al., 2020b) is adopted
to build this OBAE component. The basic approach and statement of this JE-based OBAE
component have described in Section 2.3.

This work is toward semi-open attribute extraction. Facing the dataset of semi-open
IE, the predicates in each sample are exists as literal mention. In general, transplanting the
semi-open IE dataset to the close world model will cause a serious long-tailed classification
problem and cause the model performance degradation, as most of the literal attributes only
appear a few times. Fortunately, this work is mainly to explore the semi-open attribute
extraction system. The OBAE model is only employed as an accessory to supplement the
attributes of the ontology category, and the attribute organized in the ontology category is
generally sufficient for training.

In addition, since the subject is determinate in the semi-open IE paradigm, similarly,
it is no longer necessary to predict the subject when process joint learning in the JE-based
model, which reduces the difficulty of training. The loss function of the JE-based OBAE
model can be denoted as:

JOBAE = J ′
predicate + J ′

object (5)

Formally, only the predicate classification loss and the object tagging loss should be calcu-
lated in training.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset

We collected our data from an open-access Chinese ship information website3, it is a Chinese
ship news website that reports global newly built ships. For efficiency, we only extracted
the paragraphs that mention the brief introductions of ships with usually 1-3 long sentences
as our text input, which is the most informative part of functional description text. These
sentences might have attributes such as ship height, ship weight, ship speed, etc.

Dataset Schema We defined the attribute categories shown in Table 1 for the dataset.

Data Annotations For each sample, we manually annotated the ship name with an
annotator tool (Li et al., 2021) then find all attributes that belong to the ship specifically.
The dataset is constructed as a triplet set, each triplet is composed of a ship name, an
attribute name, and the corresponding attribute value.

If the ship name does not have a literal value in the text, we annotated it as a placeholder;
if the attribute name is not appeared in the sample meanwhile attribute value exists, we

3. www.cnshipnet.com

www.cnshipnet.com
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Table 1: Pre-defined attribute schema of CNShipNet dataset.
Attribute Name Description
船长(length) The maximum horizontal distance from the very front of the bow to

the very end of the stern parallel to the design waterline.
船宽(width) At the widest point of a ship, the horizontal distance measured from

the outer edge of the ribs on one side to the outer edge of the ribs on
the other side is called the ship’s width.

船深(depth) The distance from keel line to deck perpendicular to base plane.
吃水(draught) The depth of a ship below the surface of the water.
航速(speed) The distance covered by a ship in unit time.
载重(tonnage) Maximum carrying capacity of a ship.
下水(launch date) The date of a ship enters the water for the first time.
试航(trial voyage date) The date of a ship makes a trial voyage in the designated area.

annotated the attribute as an attribute class based on the pre-defined schema. Finally, we
tagged around 5,000 entity-attribute-value triples for this dataset.

4.2. Experimental Setting

Evaluation Metrics Following previous studies on IE (Baldini Soares et al., 2019; Zhou
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2020b), we evaluate micro average F1 scores on dev set and test
set respectively. Each experiment is run five times with a random seed, and the average
score is reported.

Experimental Configurations We built our model with PyTorch, the implementation
of BERT-based models and pre-trained PLM weights are provided by huggingface (Wolf
et al., 2020). In our experiments, the epoch and batch size is set to 50, 32 respectively. The
optimizer is BERTAdam with an initial learning rate of 5e-5. The input text is truncated at
the position of 256. CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) is employed to obtain the dependency
trees for GCN and AGGCN model. Early-stopping is adopted to choose the model with
the best F1 score on dev set. All the hyper-parameters are tuned on the dev set.

Baseline Models We compared our AE system with a series of strong baselines, including
heuristic method, RE-based method and JE-based system: Heuristic method: Since the
attributes and attribute values in the CNShipNet dataset have an obvious pattern, we use
syntactic and lexicon features and employ regular expressions to design a heuristic method
refer to Zhao et al. (2010). CNN: a simple convolutional network to learn the sentence rep-
resentation for classification, which contains word embedding and position embedding (Zeng
et al., 2014). Att-GRU: an Attention-Based Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (Att-
RNN) based model, with the ability to capture the most important semantic information
in a sentence automatically (Zhou et al., 2016). C-GCN: a graph model, conduct contex-
tualized GCN over the dependency tree to capture the dependency structure (Zhang et al.,
2018) 4. AGGCN: an upgraded C-GCN, incorporates dependency trees into the model
and utilizes attention mechanism for pruning (Guo et al., 2019). BERT: a simple baseline,

4. https://github.com/zjunlp/deepke

https://github.com/zjunlp/deepke
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Table 2: F1 score of different IE systems over proposed CNShipNet dataset. Function List
columns present the ability of these models to solve practical problems in real-
world scenarios, features and abbreviations are described in Section 2.1.

System
CNShipNet Function List
dev test overlap non-subj t-pred non-pred

Heuristic method 37.882 42.295 ! !
CNN(Zeng et al., 2014) 68.326 67.513 !
Att-GRU(Zhou et al., 2016) 75.930 70.572 !
C-GCN(Zhang et al., 2018) 79.563 79.180 !
AGGCN(Guo et al., 2019) 79.019 80.671 !
BERT(Devlin et al., 2019) 78.866 79.250 !
MTB(Baldini Soares et al., 2019) 81.996 83.924 !
ETL-Span(Yu et al., 2020) 80.935 79.257 ! !
CasRelLSTM (Wei et al., 2020) 79.102 80.324 ! !
CasRelBERT (Wei et al., 2020) 83.090 83.846 ! !
OBAELSTM (Wang et al., 2020b) 81.496 80.177 ! !
OBAEBERT (Wang et al., 2020b) 84.655 85.280 ! !
Ours(SOAE) 87.614 88.927 ! ! !
Ours(SOAE+OBAE) 89.137 91.455 ! ! ! !

the of subject and attribute value are sent to the BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) incorporating
positional encoding, and classify their integrated representation for determining attribute
category. MTB uses special tokens to mark the location of the subject and object in the
sentence, then concatenates the contextual word representations of special token to predict
the relationship (Baldini Soares et al., 2019). ETL-Span5: Yu et al. (2020) proposed a
novel span-based tagging scheme, which could be solved by a hierarchical boundary tag-
ger conveniently to model the internal dependencies of triples jointly. CasRel6: CasRel
(Wei et al., 2020) is a JE model, proposed a novel hierarchical binary tagging framework
that recognizes head-entities and all possible tail-entities-relation pair in two steps, achieve
state-of-the-art on the public benchmark.

4.3. Experimental Results

As shown in Table 2, we compare our systems with the baseline systems. Generally, our
method consistently outperforms all baselines on dev and test set, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.

In detail, comparing to classification-based RE models (CNN, Att-GRU, C-GCN, AG-
GCN, BERT, and MTB), our model achieves significant improvements on the test set of
CNShipNet. The largest margin of performance is 23.942% (compared with CNN) and
the smallest performance gap reached 7.531% (compared with MTB). The main problem

5. https://github.com/yubowen-ph/JointER
6. https://github.com/longlongman/CasRel-pytorch-reimplement

https://github.com/yubowen-ph/JointER
https://github.com/longlongman/CasRel-pytorch-reimplement
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of the obvious performance gap is the close-world relation extraction model is cannot dis-
cover diversified attributes well. While modeling the attribute extraction as a classification
problem, it is hard for models to deal with the long tail problem with the lack of data.

Comparing with JE systems, which extract attribute and attribute-value jointly and
can handle the problem of the overlapping argument, our system also shows stable im-
provements. Our system respectively achieves 12.198%, 7.609%, and 6.175% average im-
provement compared with ELT-Span, BERT-based CasRel, BERT-based TPLinker. We
consider that it is because our model is capable of identifying more attribute triple with
textual attribute names.

4.4. Ablation Study

Table 3: An ablation study of our AE system, evaluate on CNShipNet dev set.
Objective F1
Ours(SOAE + OBAE) 89.137

- w/o OBAE 87.614
- w/o Subject-Attentive Encoder 84.793
- w/o OBAE and Subject-Attentive Encoder 84.162

We conduct ablation experiments to explore the effectiveness of each component in
our system. The ablation experiments are organized on the dev set of CNShipNet, we
respectively remove one particular component at a time to evaluate the impact on the
performance. The results of the ablation study are demonstrated in Table 3. We can
observe that: (1) After removing OBAE, the performance dropped by 1.523%, and the
model lost the ability to extract attribute triples with missing predicates. (2) Without
the subject-attentive encoder (replaced it with the original BERT encoder), the result was
reduced by 4.344%, which indicates that the subject plays a critical role in the SOAE
although the subject is not the target of SOAE. Specifically, the subject-attentive encoder
could guide the model filter attribute-value pairs that are not related to the core entity.

5. Related Works

Relation Extraction Relation extraction is an important sub-task in NLP and IE, which
aims to extract semantic relations between pairs of co-occurring entities in text. The most
common setting is constructed under CWA, where a set of predefined relation types are
provided. Therefore, RE has been often modeled as a classification problem (Jiang, 2012).

In recent years, neural networks have dominated the RE task with their powerful dis-
criminative feature learning ability. Zeng et al. (2014) introduced a convolutional neural
network to model over the whole sentence with some linguistic tags and improved the classi-
fication accuracy. Zhou et al. (2016) proposed attention-based bidirectional long short-term
memory (LSTM) networks for RE. The attention mechanism could automatically focus on
the words which have a decisive effect on classification. Baldini Soares et al. (2019) pro-
posed a BERT based model where they adopted marker technique (i.e. special token pairs
[SBJ], [\SBJ], [OBJ], [\OBJ]) to enclose the subject and object entities, and then used
the vector of the start token of pair entities for relation classification.
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Joint Extraction The traditional pipelined IE manner is usually composed by NER and
RE. Those pipelined IE systems usually encounter error propagation and unable to capture
the interaction between entities and relations. To overcome these shortages, researchers
proposed Joint Extraction (JE) which targets to jointly extract the entities and relations.

CoType (Ren et al., 2017) formulates the JE problem as a global embedding problem,
learns the representations of entity mentions, relation mentions and type labels jointly, and
promote the extraction performance. CasRel (Wei et al., 2020) provides a novel cascade
binary tagging framework that models relations as functions that map subjects to objects
in a sentence to extract head-entities and relation-tail-entity pairs in two-stage. Similar
to the CasRel, ETL (Yu et al., 2020) is a two-stage model and can extract triple jointly,
benefit from hierarchical boundary tagger, ETL has the ability to extract discontinuous
predicates and objects. TPLinker (Wang et al., 2020b) is a state-of-the-art method in JE,
which employs a token pair linking model with a novel handshaking tagging scheme and
performs binary classification to detect start and end positions of entities. The detail about
TPLinker is described in Section 2.3.

Attribute Extraction Similar to RE and JE, Attribute Extraction (AE) is also an im-
portant subtask of knowledge graph construction. Early works on attribute value extraction
use rule-based extraction techniques (Vandic et al., 2012; More, 2016) which bring in the
dictionary or rule-based feature to identify attributes and attribute values. Recently, re-
searchers tend to model AE as an IE and solved with RE and JE incidentally (Baldini Soares
et al., 2019; Wei et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020). Besides, sequence tagging is also welcome to
model the attribute extraction problem. OpenTag (Zheng et al., 2018) proposed an end-to-
end Attention-BiLSTM-CRF-based sequence tagging model to extract attribute value.

As described in Section 2.1, classification-based AE often faces the problem that cannot
discover new attributes in the open world. Open Information Extraction (OpenIE) systems
are rise to discover attributes in a more open perspective (Etzioni et al., 2008; Zhang et al.,
2019). ReNoun (Yahya et al., 2014) propose an OpenIE system that bootstrapping a seed
set from training data, and extracts noun phrase attribute. Martinez-Rodriguez et al.
(2018) developed an OpenIE system that utilizes NLP approaches to find named entities
including attributes, and obtain binary relations from open knowledge sources to construct
the knowledge graph. Besides, Wang et al. (2020a) adopted a novel question answering
formulation to extract attribute value.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a semi-open attribute extraction system to extract abundant
ontology-free entity-attribute-value triple from raw text. To detect the fact of attribute and
attribute value, we recompose subtasks of SOAE and adopt an end-to-end matrix tagging
scheme to convert the SOAE problem to a head-tail-path detection task. An OBAE sub-
component is introduced as a supplement to SOAE, used to extract ontology-category-based
attribute-value pairs, and to solve the problem of the non-fact predicate in OpenIE. By the
modeling of SOAE and the combination of an OBAE sub-component, this SOAE system
provides the feature of extracting both explicit and implicit attribute triples jointly and
satisfies the assumption of the partial-closed world (PCWA). We conduct experiments on
a benchmark dataset CNShipNet, which is constructed and annotated for evaluating the
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comprehensive abilities of AE systems, and the experimental results prove the effectiveness
of our approach. In the future, we will further explore the design of this SOAE system,
combining OBAE and SOAE into a unified end-to-end model.
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